Introducing Vox Mobile’s DaaS + MMS™ for Apple® Program

Empower the mobile enterprise. Enable choice.
Mobility has transformed how people work. When it comes to mobile
technology at work, employees prefer Apple® products. Employee choice
not only drives job satisfaction and retention but empowers individuals
to be more productive. However, many businesses are ill-equipped
or lack the resources to support iOS and Mac® devices for an entire
enterprise. They also struggle managing a multitude of supplier contracts,
complicated cellular billing agreements, huge numbers and variety of
devices, rapidly changing technology, security threats, and extremely
high user expectations.

DaaS + MMS for Apple Program simplifies
mobility and drives productivity.
Vox Mobile introduces Device-as-a-Service (DaaS) + Managed
Mobility Services (MMS) for Apple Program to greatly simplify the
design, device procurement, deployment, management and support
of enterprise applications on iOS and macOS®.
This all-inclusive program provides companies with the best products
and platforms for business combined with the best end-to-end lifecycle
managed services – all for one affordable monthly price (starting as low

Employees
Choose Apple

3 out of 4
employees would
choose Apple
A recent JAMF Employee Choice
survey showed that when given
the choice, roughly 3 out of 4
employees would choose Apple
for use at work.1

as $15/device). Businesses benefit from lower capital and operational
costs, while improving employee satisfaction and freeing up resources
to accelerate strategic IT and line-of-business initiatives.
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https://www.jamf.com/resources/press-releases/jamf-survey-employees-are-more-productive-and-happier-when-they-choose-their-work-device/

Contact us at apple@voxmobile.com or 1.800.536.9030
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One source for everything an Apple enterprise needs.
Vox DaaS + MMS for Apple Program provides a single source fully-managed solution that
spans all the critical components of a well-oiled Apple enterprise including:

+

Plan and Design Your Apple Blueprint
Is your organization ready to support an Apple business environment?
Vox architects and Apple Professional Services will assess your company’s
readiness and build a custom Enterprise Blueprint which includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

iOS, Mac and WiFi readiness and gap assessment
Infrastructure assessment, recommendations and administration plans
User and end-point segmentation
Enterprise applications roadmap
Policies and governance development
Security and compliance programs
Assessment procurement, vendor contracts, licensing and cost
optimization and management program requirements
• Device and infrastructure support needs, policies and procedures

+

Scalable Procurement and Deployment Capabilities
Vox DaaS + MMS for Apple Program offers a new consumption model
that allows companies to meet employee demand for Apple devices in
the most efficient and cost-effective manner possible. Delivered at an
affordable, per-device fee (starting at $15/device) your costs will be more
predictable and easier to manage with these comprehensive services:
•
•
•
•
•

+

Flexible lease and finance options with Apple Financial Services
iPhone®, iPad® and Mac® procurement, provisioning and zero-touch deployment
Flexible device upgrade and refresh programs
iPhone and iPad cellular activation
Includes hardware service and technical support from Apple through
an AppleCare for Enterprise agreement

Lifecycle MMS Services Deliver the Experience Your Employees Expect
An exceptional user experience is synonymous with Apple. Vox Mobile’s
premier mobility managed services (MMS) provides a concierge level of
user support and infrastructure administration. Vox lifecycle MMS is
everything you need to manage a mobile enterprise:
• Global 24/7 on-demand help-desk including enhanced support options
available from AppleCare®
• Apple Authorized Service Provider repair services with next day device
replacements
• Ongoing cellular cost control and optimization
• Mobility infrastructure administration and management
• Fully transparent support metrics

Contact us at apple@voxmobile.com or 1.800.536.9030
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Flexible options to fit your business needs.
Vox Mobile offers flexible and customizable DaaS + MMS for Apple bundles to meet
your organization’s unique needs.

Vox DaaS + MMS for Apple iPad Program Plans
Apple iPad Program
Features

Basic

Standard

Advanced

Premium

$13 | device | month

$21 | device | month

$26 | device | month

$28 | device | month

Logistics
Business Ready Device
Next Day Replacements
Asset Management
New Devices after 2 years
Device Protection
Broken Screen/Water
Damage Coverage
2 year Extended Warranty
End User Support
8x5 Help Desk
12x5 Help Desk
24x7 Help Desk
Device Security
Remote Erase
Mandatory Screen Lock
Mandatory Strong Password
Device Location Lookup
24x7 IT Support
Devices “locked” to Company
Asset Management
Management Portal
Cellular Plan Invoice and
Expense Management
Monthly add-on 1GB LTE
Shared Data Plan

$20

Put Vox DaaS + MMS for Apple Program to work for your enterprise.
Learn more about how the Vox DaaS + MMS Apple Program
can lower your mobility costs, streamline deployment and
support, and improve your employees’ work experience.

Contact us at apple@voxmobile.com or 1.800.536.9030.
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